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We discuss the possibility of having multiple Kaluza-Klein dark matter candidates which arise naturally

in generic type-IIB string theory compactification scenarios. These dark matter candidates reside in

various throats of the Calabi-Yau manifold. In principle, they can come with a varied range of masses in

four dimensions depending upon the hierarchical warping of the throats. We show that consistency with

cosmological bounds and four-dimensional effective theory description imposes strong constraints on the

parameter space and the geometry of the throats. With a rather model-independent approach, we find that

the mass scales allowed for the Kaluza-Klein dark matter particles in various throats can vary between

0.1 eV and 10 TeV, depending upon the throat geometry. Thus, there could be simultaneously more than

one kind of cold (and possibly warm and hot) dark matter components residing in the Universe. This

multiple dark matter scenario could weaken the bound on a conventional supersymmetric dark matter

candidate and could also account for extra relativistic degrees of freedom in our Universe.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.87.063522 PACS numbers: 95.35.+d, 98.80.Cq, 11.25.Mj

I. INTRODUCTION

Several astrophysical and cosmological observations

have established the existence of dark matter (DM) in

our Universe [1] and, hence, a possible hint for new physics

beyond the Standard Model (SM). Although all evidence

so far is based only on its gravitational interaction, the

combined data from cosmological and particle physics

sources require any standard DM candidate to satisfy the

following conditions: (i) it must be stable on cosmological

time scales and have the right pressure (to help large scale

structure formation), (ii) it must have the right relic density

(not to overclose the Universe), and (iii) it must be very

weakly interacting with the SM particles (to satisfy the

direct and indirect detection constraints).

There exist a plethora of particle DM candidates [2] with

masses ranging from 10�5 eV to as high as the grand

unified theory (GUT) scale �1016 GeV, motivated by

various new physics scenarios. The most studied DM

candidates are the weakly interacting massive particles

(WIMPs) in the mass range �1 GeV–10 TeV, as they

occur almost naturally in very well-motivated particle

physics theories, and have rich phenomenological impli-

cations. For example, one of the most popular WIMP

candidates is the lightest supersymmetric particle in super-

symmetric models with conserved R parity [3] which were

originally proposed to provide an elegant solution to the

gauge hierarchy problem of the SM.

Various phenomenological extra-dimensional models

provide an alternative potential solution to the gauge hier-

archy problem, and also a viable WIMP DM candidate in

the form of the lightest Kaluza-Klein (KK) mode. In the

simplest universal extra-dimensional models, the lightest

KK particle remains stable, and hence a possible DM

candidate [4], due to KK parity which is a remnant of the

translational invariance in the extra dimension, after orbi-

folding (i.e., a Z2 symmetry) is imposed to obtain chirality.

In the more realistic Randall-Sundrum (RS) model [5],

where the hierarchy between the electroweak and Planck

scales arises naturally from a warped geometry of the

extra-dimensional space, the stability of the KK modes

can be ensured in a bottom-up approach by imposing a

gauged symmetry [6], or in a top-down approach by as-

suming the (approximate) preservation of isometries [7].

On the other hand, it is desirable to study a model of DM

where the DM candidates arise naturally from more com-

plete and fundamental theories capable of also describing,

in a coherent and unified framework, the other stages of the

evolution of our Universe, such as inflation [8] (for re-

views, see, e.g., Refs. [9,10]). The superstring theory is

arguably the most developed Planck scale theory that can

make a phenomenological connection at low scales and,

hence, can potentially capture the whole history of evolu-

tion of our Universe. It provides a viable description of our

four-dimensional spacetime by compactifying six extra

dimensions on a Calabi-Yau manifold.

In the so-called flux compactificationmodels, the internal

Calabi-Yau manifold presents background fluxes arising

from three-forms piercing through the internal cycles, and

numerous sources of energy such as orientifold planes,

D-branes, �D-branes, NS-branes, etc. [11]. The fluxes,

branes and orientifold planes typically reduce theN ¼ 2
supersymmetry preserved by the Calabi-Yau compactifica-

tion to N ¼ 1 or null supersymmetry. The backreaction

from the fluxes transforms the metric from a perfectly
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factorized one into a warped geometry. Strongly warped

regions develop generically when the fluxes are supported

on cycles localized in small regions of the internalmanifold.

A typical example is the case of cycles that can shrink to a

conifold singularity (which can then be deformed), argu-

ably the most generic singularity in Calabi-Yau spaces,

which can occur in large numbers due to the presence of

many three-cycles.

It is now a prediction of string theory that flux configu-

rations and the generic presence of several conifold points

lead to a multiple-throat scenario [12,13]. Such a setup is

also phenomenologically preferred as throats with different

warpings give rise to different hierarchies, thus solving the

hierarchy puzzle in particle physics as well as providing

viable inflationary models in the hidden sectors or in the

bulk [10,14–16]. However, the string models generically

predict many hidden sectors which makes it difficult to

obtain the branching ratios among visible and hidden

sectors after preheating and reheating.

As a consequence of the multithroat scenario, matter

localized in the hidden throats (i.e., different from the

throat where the SM resides1) can represent cosmologi-

cally stable DM, as the stability against decaying into SM

fields can be ensured by a sufficient suppression of decay

rates due to the necessary tunneling between throats in a

warped geometry2 [16]. This, in addition to the usual

visible sector DM candidate in the (supersymmetric) SM

throat, naturally leads to a multiple DM scenario.3 We will

consider the case of KK modes in the hidden throats from

higher dimensional bulk gravitational fields (which are

always present in the models), assuming for simplicity

no extra branes and, hence, no other matter content in the

hidden throats although any form of matter in these throats

could in principle represent a DM candidate. The stability

and mass range will depend on the depth of the throats

(gravitational redshifting).

The number of string compactifications is very large

(dubbed as the ‘‘landscape’’). Hence, it would be conve-

nient to find a general way to check if the multithroat

multiple DM scenario can be effectively realized. In this

paper, we show that the relic density of the KK modes in

sufficiently long throats has remarkably general features

(essentially due to the decoupling of the long throats from

each other) and, hence, can be written in a calculable and

rather general way without resorting to the fine details of

the underlying string model. We also study how other

quantities of interest can be analyzed in rather general

terms. In this way, we are able to apply all possible

bounds coming from (i) cosmology/astrophysics and

(ii) consistency of the model description, and derive

important constraints on the parameter space and the throat

geometry even when the branching ratio of the inflaton to

visible and hidden sector degrees of matter cannot be

determined so easily from the string top-down approach.

We emphasize again that our phenomenological approach

is independent of the details of the string inflation models

and also of the dynamics of (p)reheating.

We find that there are allowed regions of the parameter

space for this multiple DM scenario to work and that some

features can be determined rather generically. In particular,

we obtain the possible range of masses for the DM can-

didates residing in various throats, and the bounds on the

local string scales. We also discuss the bounds on the

inflationary scale for certain classes of models. Finally,

we point out some interesting phenomenological conse-

quences of this multiple DM scenario.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we discuss

the stability of the KK DM candidates in the multithroat

scenario. In Sec. III, we calculate their relic density and

obtain the bounds on the parameter space for our multiple

DM scenario. In Sec. IV, we briefly discuss some interest-

ing phenomenological implications. Our conclusions are

given in Sec. V.

II. STABILITY OF THE KK MODES IN

MULTIPLE THROATS

In the multithroat scenario we are entertaining, the

new DM candidates are the KK modes residing in throats

different from the SM one.4 The stability against decaying

to and interacting with the SM particles will be ensured

by the smallness of the couplings to the SM fields and,

hence, of the decay rates as they are suppressed by the

necessity of quantum-mechanical tunneling among the

separate throats. Here we summarize the main features of

such tunneling, and in the next section we will discuss the

constraints on the warping factor of the throats from

(i) cosmological constraints, (ii) consistency of the descrip-

tion and (iii) the requirements of stability and correct

cosmic abundance of these KK modes.

The local metric for each throat far from the tip can be

written as a warped product with the generic form

ds2¼HðrÞ�1=2ðg��dx
�dx�ÞþHðrÞ1=2ðdr2þr2ds2X5

Þ; (1)

where �, � ¼ 0, 1, 2, 3 run through the four-dimensional

metric. The radial coordinate r reaches a minimum value

of rmin at the tip of the throat, and the local string scale at

the tip of the ith throat is given by

Mi � MsHðrmin Þ�1=4jith throat � Mshi; (2)

1For simplicity we will not consider the case where the SM
resides in the bulk.

2Note that this is different from the warped scenarios in
Refs. [7,13], where the lightest KK particle resides only within
the SM throat and its stability is guaranteed by the (approximate)
preservation of isometries of the throat.

3For an incomplete list of other multiple DM scenarios in
various particle physics models, see, e.g., Refs. [17,18].

4We will comment on the possibility of having long-lived KK
modes also in the SM throat in Sec. III.
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where hi is the maximum warping factor of the ith throat

(hi ¼ 1 corresponds to no warping), and Ms ¼ ‘�1
s is the

10-dimensional string mass scale which is usually taken to

be smaller than the reduced Planck mass MPL ¼ ‘�1
PL ¼

2:4� 1018 GeV.
The lightest KK mass will be given by [13]

mKKðiÞ �
hi
Ri

; (3)

where Ri � ‘s is the curvature radius of the ith throat. The

spacing between the KK masses is also given by hi
Ri
. From

the four-dimensional point of view, the largest mass which

we can imagine will be always bounded by the compacti-

fication scale, while the lowest KK mass can be very small

(see, e.g., Refs. [19]) and is limited only by the consistency

of the model.

Quantum-mechanical tunneling will occur among the

separate throats as long as the quantum numbers of the

tunneling modes match in the two throats. The decay rate

depends on the equation of motion of the modes, and thus

on the specific form of the metric (1) generating the

gravitational potential wall between the throats.

Different modelings of the compactified geometry with

different forms of the warping factor HðrÞ in Eq. (1) or

modelings of the bulk region between throats lead to differ-

ent tunneling rates. The prototypical throat metric is the

Klebanov-Strassler solution [20] for which, however, the

exact solution of the mode equation is not known. Useful

approximations, which are adapted to different scenarios,

have been used in the literature in order to obtain the decay

rate. When the throat can be approximated as an AdS5 �
X5, and the bulk region connecting two throats as a

‘‘Planck brane’’ akin to the case of the RS model [5], the

tunneling rate from the ith throat to any other neighboring

throat can be estimated to be [13]

�ðRSÞ
tunnðiÞ ¼ ðmKKðiÞRiÞ4

rmin ðiÞ

R2
i

� h5i
Ri

: (4)

Other modelings of the compactified geometry worked out

in the literature lead in general to more suppressed decay

rates. For example those in Ref. [16] present two possibil-

ities giving rise to the decay rates

�ðIÞ
tunnðiÞ � h9iR

�1
i and �ðIIÞ

tunnðiÞ � h17i R�1
i : (5)

For concreteness, we will present our results considering

these models as exemplary possible realizations in the

landscape of compactifications, and investigating what

constraints on the string models follow from the cosmo-

logical and consistency requirements for a suitable multi-

throat DM scenario.

To be a DM candidate the KK modes in the hidden

throats must be stable. Typically models require preserved

isometries to guarantee perfectly stable DM candidates.

However, isometries in string throat compactifications are

generically broken because of the gluing of the throats to

the bulk [21]. Despite this, we learn from Eq. (4) that

tunneling from a longer throat (small warping hi) to

a shorter one is highly disfavored, and therefore the

interactions of the KK modes in such throat with matter

localized in other throats (as the SM or KK modes in other

throats) will be suppressed (small overlapping of wave

functions). For what concerns the DM properties, this

means that the lowest KK mode in the ith throat will be

stable against interacting with matter localized in other

throats provided that the throat is long enough to ensure

that the tunneling lifetime is larger than the age of the

Universe, i.e.,

�tunnðiÞ & H0; (6)

where H0 ¼ 100h km:s�1 :Mpc�1, and the parameter h
has been measured by WMAP to be h ¼ 0:72� 0:03 [22].
The KKmodes in any given throat could still be unstable

due to (i) self-interactions, i.e., interactions with matter

localized in the same throat, and (ii) annihilation into

massless bulk modes (gravitons).5 For what concerns the

interactions (i), as already noted in the introduction, for a

simple viable multiple DM scenario, we have assumed the

hidden throats not to harbor any matter content other than

the KKmodes which self-interact, with a suppression scale

given essentially by the local string scale [15,16] because

of their localization, until they freeze out and eventually

become DM relics. In Sec. III, we will see that, in the

absence of any isometries making them absolutely stable,

this process is very rapid for the values of parameters

compatible with suitable DM scenarios and that essentially

only lowest KK modes remain in the hidden throats as DM

relics. In the case of the visible throat (containing the SM

degrees of freedom), the localized KK modes should rap-

idly decay into the SM radiation to provide a standard

cosmology with radiation domination at early times. This

will also be discussed in Sec. III.

On the other hand, the annihilation into massless

bulk modes (ii) is suppressed because of two reasons

[15,16]: First, the annihilation cross section of the KK

modes to gravitons is Planck-suppressed as �g �M�2
PL

(whereas the KK self-interactions are warp-enhanced,

and thus essentially suppressed by the local string scale

�KK � g2sM
�2
i ), and further reduced by the fact that only

modes carrying oppositely conserved internal momentum

can annihilate. Second, gravitons are rapidly redshifting

(� a�4, a being the scale factor) compared to the

massive KK modes (�a�3), when the latter become

nonrelativistic. Therefore, the gravitational interactions

5The decay 1KKðiÞ ! 2 gravitons is forbidden by Kaluza-
Klein number conservation for our gravitational KK nonzero
modes. The annihilation 2KKðiÞ ! 1 graviton gravitonturns out
then to be the dominant interaction left to consider, as we have
already discussed the tunneling effects that suppress the inter-
actions involving modes from different throats or the SM.
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become ineffective soon. This also ensures that gravitons

are not overproduced [16].

Thus we conclude that in the multithroat scenario

considered here, ensuring the condition (6) is sufficient

for the stability of the KK modes in a given throat.

Ensuring that condition will put constraints on the geome-

try of the compactifications.

III. BOUNDS AND RELIC DENSITY OF

THE KK DARK MATTER

The production of the KK modes localized in various

throats depends on the stringy realization of inflation and

(p)reheating. However, the postproduction evolution of

the KK modes in the hidden throats shows remarkable

model-independent features, because of the particular

background geometry leading to the tunneling suppres-

sion of the interaction among different throats.

This scenario has a striking difference compared to the

standard WIMP DM picture. In the latter case, the DM

candidate participates in the same thermal history as the

SM degrees of freedom and evolves independently only

after freeze-out (which determines its relic density).

Instead, in the multithroat scenario, the DM particles in

different long enough throats are decoupled from each

other and from the SM degrees of freedom by tunneling

suppression of the interaction cross sections between

them.6 As shown later in this section, their relic density

is determined essentially by the initial conditions.7

Such dependence on the initial conditions of production

can be efficiently parametrized by subdividing the models

into two general classes, as discussed below, on the basis of

the mechanism of reheating and production of the KK

modes. Therefore, our analysis can be rather model-

independent and adapt for the landscape setting.

In one class of models, the energy which excites the

KK modes in the hidden throats and reheats the SM in its

own throat is initially localized essentially in a single

(non-SM) throat, from which it is transferred to the others

by tunneling. A typical example is the D- �D inflation

models with the mechanism of reheating-through-

tunneling out of the inflationary throat studied in

Refs. [15,16]. Note however that our analysis is indepen-

dent of the specific models, as appropriate for the

landscape: it applies to all models where the energy

responsible for reheating of the DM and SM fields

resides initially in a single throat, independently of the details

of how and where inflation occurred. We will call this throat

the ‘‘initial throat’’ (indicated with the label ‘‘in’’), and this

class of models ‘‘throat reheating.’’8

In the other class of models, which we call ‘‘bulk

reheating,’’ the energy responsible for reheating does not

reside in one specific initial throat, but is spread over the

internal manifold. Typical examples are those where the

reheating field is a bulk inflaton or a bulk modulus, which

decays releasing its energy all over the warped Calabi-Yau

manifold. These models, however, must reheat the SM

efficiently, therefore requiring different branching ratios

among the throats, and also among the bulk and the throats.

Note again that our analysis will be independent of specific

models in this case too. It may even be the case that

inflation has occurred in one specific throat, but couples

more efficiently to bulk moduli or fields such as gravitinos,

which then, through their decay, will reheat the other

degrees of freedom from the bulk.

As our analysis will be independent of the specific

features of perturbative reheating or preheating, we use

the term ‘‘reheating’’ in a generic way, encompassing all

possible ways that produce the KK modes within the

hidden throats.

Summarizing, the essential features of the models

relevant for our analysis are (1) sufficiently long throats

are decoupled from each other because of tunneling

suppression, and (2) the models can be divided in two

broad classes depending on if (2A) the energy responsible

for reheating is initially localized in one specific throat

from where it has to tunnel out, or if (2B) the energy

responsible for reheating can be released through direct

couplings and does not require tunneling to excite the other

degrees of freedom.

A. Reheating in one throat

In this scenario the energy density responsible for

reheating is initially localized in one specific throat from

where it has to tunnel out. The typical example is the

scenario of D- �D inflation in one throat. In that case, the

end of inflation is brought about by the annihilation of

the D- and �D-branes. Their decay products are massive

fundamental closed strings, which decay until KK modes

that quickly thermalize are left over [15,16]. Then these

modes tunnel to the other throats reheating them.9

6Gravitational interactions, though not tunneling suppressed, are
suppressed by M2

PL and hence unable to lead to thermal equilib-
rium among the throats.

7In the multithroat scenario, the DM in each throat has its own
thermal history, and in case it reaches thermal equilibrium in the
throat, its own temperature. These possible temperature differ-
ences might affect the counting of the total relativistic degrees of
freedom g� and g�S entering, respectively, the formulas for the
energy density and entropy. However, the dependence of the
relic density on these quantities will turn out to be weak.

8We will not consider the case when the SM and the initial
throat coincide, as the analysis in this case is similar to that in
Refs. [6,7] for the RS model.

9The modes at tunneling are nonrelativistic. Indeed, if we
assumed that they were relativistic, the corresponding tempera-
ture Tin;tunn would be found to be smaller than the mass of even
the lightest KK mode (mKKðinÞ). For example, even for the less
suppressed decay rate in the case of RS-like throat geometry, the
ratio is

Tin;tunn

mKKðinÞ
¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

RinMPL

p
h3=2in , which is generally much smaller

than one.
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The largest part of the energy will be tunneled into the

longest throat since it has the densest spectrum, which

favors tunneling as the level matching is easier and more

energy levels fall within the width of the initial tunneling

mode. The remaining degrees of freedom end up in suffi-

ciently long throats since the tunneling out of them is very

suppressed. The shallow throats, having a less dense spec-

trum, less likely receive the energy tunneling from the

initial throat, andmoreover the received energywill anyway

tunnel out of them in a short time scale due to their large

tunneling rates. Hence, the shallow throats can be practi-

cally treated as empty for the purposes of our analysis.

Note that since the initial throat has to be shallower than

the other throats for tunneling to occur, even the lightest

modes in the initial throat will tunnel to modes which are

not the lightest ones in their respective throats because of

the level matching. These higher modes in the final

(ith) throat are in general unstable and decay into the

lighter ones much more rapidly than the Hubble rate

after tunneling from the initial (in) throat provided that

the self-interaction rate of the KK modes in the ith

throat �SM ¼ m3
i

M2
i

is larger than the Hubble rate right after

tunneling,10 i.e.,

h3in > R2
inM

2
i

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2
inMPL�in;tunn

q
; (7)

which, as we will see later, is easily satisfied for the

parameter space leading to allowed DM models. Hence,

we can safely assume that the long hidden throats harbor

only DM candidates in the form of the lightest KK modes.

Assuming that the SM radiation dominates soon after

tunneling and is in thermal equilibrium (the necessary

conditions will be discussed later), as envisaged in a stan-

dard cosmology with radiation domination at early times

followed by matter domination, and recalling that the

different long enough throats are decoupled from each

other by tunneling suppression, we can derive an equation

for the current relic density of the KK dark matter candi-

dates in the hidden throats:

�Xh
2 ¼ 1:3� 10�4

g0�g�ðTin;tunnÞ

P
i mXi

nXi
ðtin;tunnÞ

T3
in;tunnT0

¼ 1:8� 108

g0�

�
Tin;tunn

1 GeV

�
FX: (8)

Here, T0 is today’s temperature, tin;tunn=Tin;tunn is the time/

temperature after tunneling from the initial throat, g0� �
g�ðT0Þg�SðTin;tunnÞ
g�SðT0Þg�ðTin;tunnÞ (with g�, g�S the total relativistic degrees of

freedom entering, respectively, the relation for energy

density and entropy), niðtÞ is the number density of the

DM particles Xi, and

FX �
X
i

�
mXi

mKKðinÞ

��
nXi

ðtin;tunnÞ
ntotðTin;tunnÞ

�
(9)

is the sum of the branching ratios after tunneling from the

initial throat for the Xi modes in the throats i � fSM; ing
weighted by the ratio of their masses mXi

and the lightest

KKmassmKKðinÞ in the initial throat.
11Note that the sum in

Eq. (9) includes only the non-SM long throats; the dynam-

ics of Kaluza-Klein modes in the SM throat requires a

different analysis that takes into account the interactions

within the SM fields, as shown later in this section.

In order to avoid overclosure of the Universe by the KK

dark matter particles, we require the relic density given by

Eq. (8) to be less than the 3� upper limit of the WMAP

observed value [22]: �Xh
2 � 0:13. The allowed range of

FX satisfying this condition is shown in Fig. 1. This result

will be used later in this section to constrain the parameter

space for a multiple DM scenario. As the dependence on

the total numbers of relativistic degrees of freedom at

different temperatures is not strong, we have assumed the

common value 250 at early times, to account for the

minimal supersymmetric SM sector plus some hidden

degrees of freedom.

The condition of SM radiation domination after tunnel-

ing from the initial throat requires the SM throat to be the

one which receives more energy from the initial tunneling.

A necessary condition for this is that the SM throat must

have the densest spectrum, which favors tunneling as the

matching between energy levels is easier (tunneling is
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FIG. 1 (color online). The allowed parameter space satisfying

the overclosure constraint. We have taken g�SðTin;tunnÞ ’
g�ðTin;tunnÞ ¼ 250.

10Due to level matching, the mass of the tunneled KK modes is
mi �mKKðinÞ.

11Note that in deriving Eq. (8) we do not make any assumption
(relativistic/nonrelativistic or even thermal/nonthermal) on the
energy or number density of the modes Xi at tin;tunn. The final
expression of the relic density in Eq. (8) is however similar to
those in Refs. [23,24].
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favored when the final energy eigenstates fall within the

width of the initial state). This implies

hiR
�1
i > hSMR

�1
SM: (10)

The radiation domination further depends on the thermal

history of the degrees of freedom in the SM throat. The

modes tunneled there can (1) decay into the lowest KK

(SM) modes, (2) thermalize, (3) decay into SM fields. In

the allowed range of warping, the decay into the SM

radiation [15,25] is very rapid, i.e., less than one Hubble

time �H�1
in;tunn � ��1

in;tunn right after they have tunneled,

provided that

�SM ¼ m3
KK;SM

M2
SM

¼ hSM
‘2S
R3
SM

	 �in;tunn: (11)

Because of Eq. (10), this also entails a lower bound on the

warping of the hidden throats. Note that the breaking of

isometries due to the gluing of the throat to the bulk [21]

ensures the decay of the Kaluza-Klein modes in the

Standard Model throat.

It is possible that mildly broken isometries could exist at

the tip of the initial throat [26]. In this case, the KK(in)

modes possessing the related approximately conserved

quantum number would be long-lived (LL) modes. They

would not easily tunnel out because of difficult quantum

number matching between throats, so that the other DM

and SM throats will not be populated by these dangerous

LL modes. Their present relic density reads

�LLin
h2 ¼ 3:24� 1026

g2s ~g� �g�

M2
in

M2
PL

Tin;tunn

mXin

�
mLLin

Tdec;LLin

�3
2

; (12)

where Tdec;LLin
is the decoupling temperature of the LL

modes with mass mLLin
, given by

mLLin

Tdec;LLin

¼ log

� ffiffiffi
3

p

ð2�Þ3=2 g�ðTdec;LLin
Þ12g2s

MPLmLLin

M2
in

�
; (13)

and Min is the local string scale in the initial throat. We

have also defined

~g� �
g�SðTdec;LLin

Þg�ðTRDMDÞ
3
4

g�ðTdec;LLin
Þ12g�SðTRDMDÞ

;

�g� �
g�ðTin;MDÞg�SðTin;tunnÞ
g�SðTin;MDÞg�ðTin;tunnÞ

;

(14)

where Tin;MD is the temperature when the lightest KKmode

in the initial throat becomes nonrelativistic, and TRDMD is

the temperature at the standard transition between radia-

tion and matter domination. Equations (12) and (13) match

the standard result for cold relics [27], except for the

additional suppression factor ð �g�Þ�1 Tin;tunn

mXin

due to the matter

domination (MD) period between the time when the light-

est KK modes in the initial throat become nonrelativistic

and the end of tunneling from the initial throat.

To illustrate our point on the LL modes, the relic density

(12) for the LL(in) modes is plotted in Fig. 2 for some

typical string coupling values. In this plot, we show the

case where the throat geometry is well approximated by the

AdS5 � X5 RS-like picture, and we have used Rin ¼ 10‘s
and Ms � 1016 GeV (GUT scale). As before, due to

the weak dependence on the total numbers of relativistic

degrees of freedom at different temperatures, we have

assumed the common value 250 at early times.

We see that unless the interactions of these LL modes

are strong enough (for gs * 1), their relic density will be

too large in the allowed temperature range, i.e., Tin;tunn,

Tdec;LLin
larger than the big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN)

temperature �1 MeV [27]. Thus, we conclude that for

reasonably small values of the string coupling gs � 0:1
we must not have the long-lived KK modes in the initial

throat. In other words, all the isometries must be broken

(which is anyway expected by the junction of the throats

to the bulk [21]) in order for the Universe not to be

overclosed. Increasing the value of Rin worsens the

situation, and only a lower value of Ms would improve it.

For the cases where the decay rate is more suppressed, as in

the models of Ref. [16], the constraint for the LL modes is

even more difficult to satisfy; for instance, for the values of

the parameters chosen for Fig. 2, even the case gs ¼ 1 is

ruled out for the LL modes.

Besides overclosure, there are other cosmological con-

straints to be satisfied as well. First of all, the tunneling

decay must occur well before the BBN in the SM throat

which happens at temperature TBBN � 1 MeV, and sets the
lower bound for Tin;tunn. We should mention here that this is

the only robust lower bound we can put on the tunneling

(and hence, reheating) temperature since we do not yet

know for sure the exact history of the observable Universe
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FIG. 2 (color online). The relic density of the long-lived KK

modes in the initial throat with RS-like geometry as a function of

the tunneling temperature. Here we have chosen Rin ¼ 10‘s and
Ms ¼ 10�2MPL. The vertical shaded region is excluded from

BBN constraints. In the horizontal shaded region, these LL

modes will overclose the Universe. Note that for the string

coupling gs � 0:1, these LL modes, if present, are always

dangerous relics.
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before the epoch of BBN. In practice, such extreme values

for reheating temperature could be problematic for

successful baryogenesis (see however Ref. [28] for an

example where this could still work). In such cases, the

allowed parameter space to be shown in the following

figures might shrink considerably.

Furthermore, for our four-dimensional field theory

description to be valid, we should have the temperature

Tin;tunn lower than the local string scale in each throat in

order to avoid exciting stringy degrees of freedom, which

entails a lower bound on the local string scale (or, on the

warp factor, and thus, on the KK mass) in each throat:

Mi * Tin;tunn ) mXi
*

‘s
Ri

Tin;tunn: (15)

It may be noted here that the more realistic lower bound on

the warp factor might be obtained by considering the scale

of throat deformation/decompactification due to moduli

destabilization. However, this is very hard to compute

explicitly in the Hubble expansion background [29,30],

and hence, we use the more intuitive (and in general

weaker) bound in Eq. (16) using the string scale.

Summarizing, the bound from BBN temperature, the

condition Eq. (16), the relic density overclosure constraint,

the requirements of rapid and efficient SM reheating

[i.e., Eqs. (10) and (11)], and the stability condition (6) in

each throat are the conditions that need to be satisfied in any

working multithroat DM model. These in turn put strong

constraints on the warping factors of the throats harboring

the KKmodes, which are directly related to the DMmasses

mXi
and the local string scales Mi in the throats.

We have studied the allowed region of parameter space

after imposing these conditions. The stringy parameters

in the landscape setting are warpings, throat curvatures,

scales, tunnelings rates, and initial branching ratios.

Through the above equations and discussion, we have

related them in a rather model-independent way (that is,

independently of the fine details of the compactification) to

the constrained quantities such as relic densities and KK

masses. The relation between the warping hin and the

tunneling temperature Tin;tunn follows from the dependence

of �in;tunn on hin, which in turns depends on the specific

form of the throat metric. As mentioned before, we will

consider the decay rates in Eqs. (4) and (5) as exemplary

model realizations.

For illustration, we present in Fig. 3 the results, for

different fractions FX and certain values of the string and

throat curvature scales, for the case when the throat

geometry is well approximated by a RS-like AdS5 � X5

picture, and will discuss later the results for other parame-

ter values and models with more suppressed tunnelings as

those in Ref. [16].

In Fig. 3 the constraints are shown as various shaded

regions and the allowed parameter space after imposing all

the constraints is shown as the white (unshaded) region. We

see that the size of the allowed region (which gives a

measure of the fine-tuning) depends on the value of FX

in the landscape of compactifications, but some features of

the working models (such as the DM mass range) do not.

We have used Ri ’ Rin ’ R ¼ 10‘s and Ms � 1016 GeV
(GUT scale).12 With the above choices, the allowed

mass range for the DM candidates is limited to about
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FIG. 3 (color online). Examples of allowed ranges of parameters, shown as the white (unshaded) region, for the class of models

discussed in Sec. III A for different fractions FX defined by Eq. (9) and arbitrary number of throats in terms of the lightest KK masses

in the initial throat (mXin
) and other hidden throats (mXi

). We plot here the case of AdS5 � X5 RS-like throat geometry (for other cases

see text). Here, we have chosen the string scale to be MPL=100 and the AdS radius of curvature in each throat to be 10M�1
PL , where

MPL ¼ 2:4� 1018 GeV is the reduced Planck mass. Note that the condition (10) in combination with (11) is automatically satisfied for

these examples and we have not shown it in the plot.

12The assumption that the curvature radius R is similar for all
throats is justified by the fact that in string theory flux compac-
tification typically R� ðFÞ14g

1
4
s‘s [11,20,31] (this is certainly true

when the throat metric is of the AdS5 � X5 RS-like kind), where
F is given by some flux/brane numbers which can vary from
throat to throat. Even if F varies by a factor 106, R differs just by
about one order of magnitude.
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0.1 MeV–10 TeV, with the local string scale in the initial

throat at most at �1012 GeV. Note that the condition (10)

in combination with (11) is automatically satisfied for the

cases shown in Fig. 3 and we have not shown it in the plot.

However, this constraint is generally important in the other

cases, discussed below.

In the case of models where the tunneling rate is more

suppressed by higher powers of the warping than in the

case of RS-like geometry of the throats (see Sec. II), the

allowed region of parameter space shrinks, and the warping

of the initial throat has to be shallower; i.e., mXin
and Min

have to be larger. For the most suppressed case with ��
h17R�1 for the throats, the mass scales are found to be quite

restricted; for instance, mXin
can only vary within about an

order of magnitude.

As mentioned, we have also studied how the allowed

region of parameter space varies with the parameters R and

Ms. Keeping the latter fixed and letting R vary, the allowed

region shrinks (both for RS-like throat geometry and for

the cases with more suppressed decay rates) and moves to

lower mass scales. However, we find that the mass of the

DM candidates cannot be lower than about 0.1 eV satisfy-

ing all the constraints along with the condition in Eq. (11).

Also, keeping R fixed, the upper bounds on the KK mass

scales in the initial and other hidden throats get lower when

Ms gets smaller (without affecting much the lower bound

on mXi
), and the allowed region again shrinks.

Interestingly, when the throat geometry is well approxi-

mated by an AdS5 � X5 RS-like picture, for all values of R
and Ms, we find that no allowed region exists for the local

string scale in the initial throat Min exceeding about

1013 GeV in the compactified effective theory (i.e., with

stabilized throat geometry). If inflation takes place in this

throat, then its scale cannot be larger than the local string

one, and this would rule out a high scale (around GUT

scale) multithroat inflationary scenario in this case. This in

turn puts a strong constraint on the tensor-to-scalar ratio

and, hence, the possibility of detecting primordial gravita-

tional waves (see, e.g., Ref. [9]).

B. Reheating in the bulk

In this scenario the energy density responsible for

reheating is not localized in a throat and couples without

tunneling suppression to all throats. Although this initial

energy density can be stored in bulk modes or moduli fields

different from the inflaton, for simplicity we will call

‘‘inflatons’’ all the degrees of freedom associated with

the initial energy density. The reheating process in this

kind of model can lead to various effects, including desta-

bilization of the geometry. For our purposes, however, we

can start our analysis from when the throats have again

settled down and the perturbative Kaluza-Klein picture is

valid. We assume that the KK modes have been produced

by the inflaton reheating process at a reheat temperature TR

within the throats where they are localized.

As discussed earlier, the KK modes in different long

throats will be decoupled from each other because of

tunneling suppression of the relevant interaction cross

sections. The present DM abundance can be estimated,

assuming SM radiation domination after reheating, and

without making assumptions regarding the energy/number

density of the Xi modes at the reheating time tR. We obtain

a result similar to Eq. (8), with Tin;tunn replaced by TR and

FX ¼
P

i
mXi

nXi ðtRÞ
�totðTRÞ , where �totðTRÞ ¼ 0:3g�ðTRÞT4

R.

Differently from the throat-reheating scenario, in the

bulk-reheating case we are discussing here, the SM fields

can be reheated directly since the ‘‘inflaton’’ is directly

coupled to them. In this case, we do not have to require

the condition (11) for SM radiation to be produced rapidly.

However, the inflaton is coupled to the other throats as well

and with the bulk; hence, there could easily be overproduc-

tion of the non-SM degrees of freedom and/or gravitons.

The efficiency of these processes is however model-

dependent and beyond the scope of our discussion here.13

Another important difference with the throat-reheating

case concerns the possibility of long-lived modes because

of mildly broken isometries [26]. We recall that in the

throat-reheating case all the energy density comes from

the initial throat by tunneling, and LL modes in that throat

will not easily tunnel out because of difficult quantum

number matching. Thus, the DM and SM throat will not

be populated by dangerous long-lived KK modes. But in

the case of bulk reheating, dangerous LL modes can be

excited in all throats, if mildly broken isometries exist,

due to the direct coupling with the reheating (inflaton)

sector. Their relic density in the SM throat has the same

form as Eq. (12) without the suppression factor due to

matter domination before tunneling, and substituting all

‘‘in’’ labels with the label ‘‘SM’’ indicating the throat in

question:

�LLSM
h2 ¼ 3:24� 1026

g2seg�
M2

SM

M2
PL

�
mLLSM

Tdec;LLSM

�3
2

; (16)

where the decoupling temperature is obtained by similarly

substituting the ‘‘in’’ labels with ‘‘SM’’ in Eq. (13). From

Eq. (16), we can see that in the presence of LLmodes in the

SM throat, the overclosure bound will constrain the warp-

ing factor hSM. For instance, forMs � 1016 GeV, gs � 0:1
and RSM ¼ 10‘s, we get hSM & 10�14. The bound gets

stronger if the interactions of the LL modes are weaker

(i.e., gs is smaller orMs is increased). For each of the other

hidden throats, the LL(j) relic density will be determined

by the effective decoupling among throats due to tunneling

suppression.

13For instance, in large volume compactification models,
it is well-known that the inflaton branching ratio to the
hidden degrees is much more than the visible sector degrees of
freedom [32].
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We have therefore two scenarios for the requirement that

stable KKmodes do not overclose the Universe in the bulk-

reheating case, depending on if the mildly broken isome-

tries responsible for the presence of long-lived modes exist

or not. In the latter case, the total relic density is just�Xh
2

given by Eq. (8) with tin;tunn=Tin;tunn replaced by tR=TR. But

if there are some isometries and the relative LL modes, the

total relic density is obtained by including in FX the

number density and mass of the LL(j) modes.

As before, we ask here for the temperature TR to be

lower than the string scale in the throats, to avoid exciting

stringy degrees of freedom, which entails Mi * TR. This,

together with the relic density overclosure constraint and

the requirement of stability of the KK modes, leads to

bounds on the mass scale of the KK modes.

We first discuss the results for the case when the throat

geometry is well approximated by an AdS5 � X5 RS-like

picture. For illustration, this case is shown in Fig. 4 for the

choice Ri ’ Rin ¼ 10‘s and Ms � 1016 GeV. We further

note that in the bulk-reheating case, if there are long-lived

KK modes in the throats, the allowed mass range for the

KK modes is even smaller, i.e., between 0.1 MeV and

100 GeV.

Varying Ri and Ms, or considering the non-RS-like

geometries such as in Ref. [16], leads to the same variation

of scales and shrinking of the allowed region discussed in

the previous subsection. However in this case, it is not

possible to obtain in a model-independent manner a mini-

mum absolute lower bound on mXi
or a relation between

the maximum TR and the scale of inflation.

C. Number of DM candidates and fine-tuning

Finally, we present an estimate of the total number of the

KK dark matter candidates for the multithroat scenarios we

have discussed. From the top-down approach, given a

number C of conifold points in the Calabi-Yau manifold,

the average number of throats with a warping h < �h is [12]

�Nðh < �hjCÞ ’ C

3 log ð1= �hÞ : (17)

Using the upper bound hmax on the warping factor for a

given throat to harbor the stable KK modes as derived with

the above analysis, we obtain �Nðh < hmax jCÞ � 0:01C;
i.e., the number of dark matter candidates in our multi-

throat scenario is roughly 1% of the total number of coni-

fold points in the Calabi-Yau manifold which depends on

the underlying string compactification model. This also

gives a measure of the fine-tuning necessary to obtain the

suitable models of DM we have been considering.

IV. SOME PHENOMENOLOGICAL

IMPLICATIONS

In this section, we briefly discuss some interesting

phenomenological consequences of the multiple DM

scenario advocated here. Our discussion in this section

will be qualitative only, since we cannot present precise

quantitative predictions without resorting to a particular

model. For detailed quantitative aspects of the multiple

DM phenomenology, see, e.g., Refs. [17,18,33].

(i) The total DM relic density will be given by the sum of

the relic densities in the visible and hidden sectors:

�total
DM h2 ¼ �visible

DM h2 þ�hidden
DM h2; (18)

where �hidden
DM h2 includes the contribution of the KK

dark matter particles and, possibly, other stable and

weakly interacting matter from other hidden sectors.

This implies that the lower limit of the WMAP

measured value, �CDMh
2 > 0:09 [22], is no more

applicable to the visible sector DM candidate.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Examples of the allowed range, shown as the white (unshaded) region, of the reheating temperature (TR) and

the lightest KK mass in the hidden throats (mXi
) in the bulk-reheating case (Sec. III B) for different energy density fractions FX and

arbitrary number of throats. We plot here the case of AdS5 � X5 RS-like throat geometry (for other cases see text). Here we have

chosen the string scale to be MPL=100 and the radius of curvature in each throat to be 10M�1
PL , where MPL ¼ 2:4� 1018 GeV is the

reduced Planck mass.
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This releases a large part of the parameter space in

many visible sector DM models. For example, this

provides one way to salvage the constrained minimal

supersymmetric SMwith the neutralino lightest super-

symmetric particle in the light of the recent LHC data,

even though the additional parameter space available

for�h2 < 0:09 [34] is not spectacularly large.

(ii) The KK dark matter candidates in our multithroat

scenario are allowed to be light and, hence, could

possibly serve as warm (or even hot) dark matter

candidates (if their velocity distribution is the oppor-

tune one). If the KK modes are sufficiently light

(of order eV), they could act as extra sterile degrees

of freedom (similarly to sterile neutrinos [35]) from

the point of view of the visible sector, thus possibly

explaining the deviation of the measured value of the

effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom

at BBN, NWMAP
eff ¼ 4:34� 0:87 [22], from the

SM value NSM
eff ¼ 3. One of the main constraints on

the number of sterile degrees of freedom is provided

by the high sensitivity of the expansion rate of

the Universe at the BBN temperature: TSM;BBN �
1 MeV. Sufficiently light KK modes could change

the expansion rate of the Universe and thereby im-

pact the BBN, even though they do not reside in the

SM throat, and do not have any SM interactions. This

can be translated into a bound (see, e.g., Ref. [2]),

gKK

�
TKK;BBN

TSM;BBN

�
4

¼ 7

8
� 2� ðNeff � 3Þ; (19)

where gKK is the number of internal degrees of

freedom for the relativistic KK modes. This bound

could be satisfied in our scenario depending on the

precise value of the KK dark matter temperature in

the hidden throats.

(iii) In the scenario where inflation occurs in the initial

throat, the bounds on the local mass scale also

constrain the scale of inflation in the compactified

effective theory (for which we must have Ri > ‘S,
Ms <MPL). In particular, when the throat geometry

is well approximated by the AdS5 � X5 RS-like

picture, the local string scale, and hence the scale

of inflation, in the initial throat is found to be

& 1013 GeV. This would put a strong constraint on

building any inflationary model with large tensor-to-

scalar ratio, which would generate detectable gravi-

tational waves during or after inflation (see, e.g.,

Ref. [9]). Therefore, if such a large tensor-to-scalar

ratio is observed (e.g., by the Planck satellite), this

would certainly disfavor the multithroat warped

models with RS-like throat geometry where infla-

tion occurs in a hidden throat, since the Universe

will be inevitably overclosed by the KK relics.

(iv) Depending on themodel construction, theKKmodes

residing in the SM throat could decay to light super-

gravity modes and/or directly to the SM particles,

thus leading to some interesting indirect detection

signals [7,36]. Very light modes in the SM throat

could also provide observable effects for example in

the gravity sector, and hence, a test for our model.

V. CONCLUSION

We have discussed the possibility of havingmultiple dark

matter candidates in the form of the lightest KK modes

residing in various long throats which arise naturally out of

generic Calabi-Yau compactification in string theories. The

stability of these KKmodes in long enough throats is due to

the small tunneling rate because of the background warped

geometry. Compliance with cosmological and consistency

constraints imposes strong bounds on the underlying string

compactified models. However, we have shown that there

exists some parameter space where the KK modes can be

DM candidates. We have been able to study these features

in a rather model-independent way, and thus in the optic of

a string landscape analysis.

This gives us a very different picture for particle dark

matter than the usually discussed single WIMP scenario.

We also note here that relaxing the absolute cosmological

stability constraint for the DM states and instead requiring

only a dynamical balance against their abundance, as in the

so-called dynamical DM scenario [18], might open up a

larger parameter space in our case.

As aword of caution, wemust keep inmind the generality

of the models we have considered, by neglecting the precise

couplings between the reheating and the reheated degrees of

freedoms in the bulk-reheating scenario, which preclude us

from knowing the exact branching ratios, and assuming pure

KK matter content in the hidden throats and not other

possible, more complicated matter sectors as well as radia-

tion. We leave some of these issues for future investigation.
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